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1. INTRODUCTION
The ZODIAC 36 is a two preset memory lighting control board with 180 level memories. They can be used as
5 pages of 36 sub masters assigned to the B preset or as a block of sequential scene memories accessed via the
GO and BACK buttons. If desired the Zodiac can be set to operate as a simple 2 preset manual board when
the board is used by an inexperienced operator. An illuminated display indicates the selected operating mode and
the various set up modes. The numeric displays show the current or next scene numbers in use and the fade in
time associated with each cue.
The board can store fade times as well as levels for each scene in memory. When a scene is stored the fade in
time is set using the fade time control and the actual time stored is displayed in one of the 2 digital displays. In
playback mode this display can be set to show either fade times or chase numbers and steps as required. The
Halt button allows the operator to pause a programmed crossfade. While paused the fade time can be modified
without changing the time stored in memory.
In addition the ZODIAC includes a separate chase section that can be programmed with eight 60 scene level
chases. These can be tagged together to form a single 480 scene chase. Facilities include single stepping, sound
trigger, beat synchro, crossfade and one shot operation. If the chase section is in use the right hand display will
indicate the chase or step number in use.
Programming of scenes, pages or chase steps is easily accomplished live or blind and a level match facility allows
quick and simple editing of stored cues. Flash buttons can flash channels or scenes, and have their own level
fader. They can be used normally (ADD) or set to override all other outputs (SWAP) when they are pressed.
All of the programming and operating options are selected using a 15 button illuminated key pad. Each button
has one function in Operate Mode (marked in WHITE) and a different function in Programming Mode (marked
in BLUE). If the particular function is selected the LED visible in the button will be lit. Some buttons have a third
function in Set Up mode which is indicated alongside in BLUE.
As well as 0 to +10V analogue outputs the board provides options for DMX512 and Midi format serial outputs
and the DMX output includes a 128 channel soft patch. An optional +10V to -10V converter module is available
that will enable the Zodiac to control older dimmers with -10V inputs.
All analogue outputs and the audio input are available on a 25 way D connector allowing simple connection to
an installation and a memory card is provided for storage of programmed data. In addition, an 18V D.C. output
is provided via a 5 pin DIN socket and the balanced audio input is duplicated on a standard jack socket.
Facilities are provided to allow the fitting of a variety of additional output connectors such as XLR, DIN or
SOCAPEX multipin. The connectors can be moved from the rear to the bottom of the unit to facilitate mounting
in an installation.
The board requires a supply of 220 - 240V A.C. ( or 110 - 120V by changing internal links) and the power
supply has sufficient spare capacity to run a 12V 2.5W gooseneck lamp. If required two Zodiac boards can be
linked together using standard MIDI cables so that one board acts as a master while the other acts as a slave.
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2. FRONT PANEL LAYOUT
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3. FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
3.1 Channel Controls
OUTPUT CHANNEL LEDS: These red LEDs monitor the level of each output channel.
PREVIEW CHANNEL LEDS: These green LEDs allow the operator to preview which channels will be
turned on by the MEM/B preset faders, flash keys, or chase patterns before the master faders are raised. If these
items are on together, the Zodiac board displays the information with the following order of priority: Flash
buttons, Chase patterns, then MEM/B preset faders.
FLASH KEYS: When pressed, these turn on either individual channels or scenes as determined by a button
in the master controls section. They can also be set to operate in add or swap mode and the
level can be set by the flash master control.
A PRESET FADERS: This row of faders controls individual channel outputs. They are also used in blind
programming, with the A master fader off and in Level Match programming to edit scenes.
MEM/B PRESET FADERS: In two preset mode, these control the individual channel outputs in the
same way as the A preset. In other modes, these faders control scenes stored in the memory. Which particular
scenes are controlled by these faders is determined by the scene controls.

3.2 Master Controls
GRAND MASTER: This fader controls the overall output level of the entire board.
CHASE MASTER: This fader controls the level of the chase step that is being output.
A PRESET MASTER: This fader controls the overall maximum level of the A preset faders. This fader should
be set to zero when using the A preset to program the memory 'blind'.
MEMORY / B PRESET MASTER: This Fader controls the overall level of the MEM/B preset faders and
also the level of the current scene in the scene store.
FLASH LEVEL: This controls the output level that is used when a flash button is pressed. It is especially useful
to prevent inadvertent operation of the flash keys by setting the master to zero.
ADD/SWAP: This button selects the function of the flash keys. In Add mode (Indicator OFF), the outputs
selected by the flash keys are added to any other outputs from the board. In Swap mode (Indicator ON),
pressing a flash key kills all other outputs and only channels programmed to the flash key are output.
CH/SCENE: This button selects whether the flash keys will flash individual channels or scenes. In channel mode
(indicator OFF), the flash keys flash the channel number written above them. In scene mode (indicator ON),
the flash keys flash the scenes assigned to the MEM/B preset faders below them. This button has no effect in
two preset mode.

3.3 Scene Controls
SCENE/PAGE + & -: In scene mode, these buttons are used to select the next scene to be output when the
GO button is pressed. In page mode, they select the page that is assigned to the MEM/B preset faders. In
programming mode, they are used to select the scene or page to be programmed
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SCENE GO: This button causes the board to crossfade to the next scene. The next scene is normally the scene
following the number displayed in the scene number window but this can be changed with the SCENE + & buttons in which case the scene display changes to indicate the next scene.
SCENE BACK: This button causes the outputs to crossfade to the last scene. It is most often used to return
to the previous cue if the GO button is pressed inadvertently.
XFADE RATE: In scene mode this control is used to set the fade in time stored for each cue. In page mode
it is used to control the rate at which the new scene is crossfaded with the old scene.
XFADE: In page mode, this button allows the crossfade of scenes on the MEM/B faders to be controlled by
the XFADE RATE pot. When this button is on, all fades on the MEM/B faders will be at the rate determined
by the pot. When off, the faders operate as normal manual faders.
HALT: In scene and page mode, pressing this button whilst a crossfade is in progress will halt the fade and its
LED will flash. The fade time can be adjusted using the pot, then pressing the button again will allow the fade to
proceed. The stored time will not be modified. In scene mode, if it is selected when a fade is not in progress the
stored fade times can be overridden.
Note: on early versions of the board this button is marked LIVE/BLIND

3.4 Chase Controls
CHASE RUN: This causes the selected chase to run. If a chase is running, or paused, pressing this button
causes the chase to turn off.
CHASE STEP: This key allows the operator to single step through the selected chase pattern. Pressing this
button will put the chaser into run/pause mode and move to the next step. To step backwards through the
pattern, turn the REV button on and step through as normal. To end step mode and turn the chase off, press
RUN. To start the chase running from step mode press PAUSE.
PAUSE: This is used to pause a chase that is running and leave the current chase step on the output. Press the
button again to end pause mode and continue running the chase. Pressing the STEP button automatically sets the
pause button.
REV: This key selects auto-reversing of the chase direction. When off, the chase steps from start to finish and
then repeats. When auto-reverse is on, the chase steps through to the end and then reverses and runs back to
the start, where it reverses again. If the chase is running when the REV button is pressed the chase direction will
be reversed immediately.
1SHOT: Normally, when a chase is run, it runs continuously until it is stopped. When this function is selected,
however, the chase will run to the end only once before stopping automatically
TAG: This function tags all of the programmed chases together into one long chase. Instead of going from the
last step in Chase 1 to the first step in Chase 1, the chase will now go from the last step in Chase 1 to the first
step in Chase 2 etc. Any chases that have not been programmed will be omitted from the sequence.
FADE: With this function off, the Zodiac switches from one chase step to the next. When fade is on, the board
performs a smooth crossfade from one step to the next. The rate of the crossfade is determined by the chase
speed setting.
AUDIO: With this function selected, the chase is triggered by the beat of the audio signal fed to the board. The
L.H. LED in the chase number window flashes in time with the music to confirm that a signal is present.
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BEAT: This button operates the beat synchro function of the chase. In this mode, the step button can be tapped
in time to a beat and the board will detect this and automatically continue the chase at the same rate. The rate can
be changed at any time by tapping the button twice more at the new rate. The pause and fade functions are
locked out in this mode. If beat synchro is de-selected with the chase running, the chase will be paused. If beat
synchro is selected with a chase running, the chase will run at the last remembered beat synchro speed.
CHASE + & -: These two buttons, in normal operating mode, select the number of the chase to be run, or
programmed. This chase number is displayed in the right hand window. In certain programming modes, these
buttons are used to select other functions that are displayed in this window.
CHASE SPEED: This control sets the speed of the chase pattern when it is running and the crossfade rate when
in single step mode. If audio triggering is selected, it controls the minimum rate.

3.5 Programming Controls
KEYSWITCH: This switch is used to select the programming modes. It is normally left in the OPERATE
position and the key used when programming is required. PROGRAM CHASE is selected by turning the key
to the right and PROGRAM SCENE by turning the key to the left. Memory card programming and the DMX
, MIDI and LTP setup modes are selected by holding down the appropriate button and turning the key to the
left.
CHASE or CUE DISPLAY: The right hand display can be used to display either CUE times or CHASE No.
and Step. Turning the key to PROG SCENE selects cue time, turning the key to PROG CHASE selects the
chase number or step. If a chase is running when the display is set to indicate cue times the word CHASE flashes
in the display window.
MODE: This button is used in scene programming mode to determine the operating mode of the board. The
key toggles between two preset, scene, and page modes (see later).
BLIND: If this switch is off, programming will be achieved 'live' by recording the entire output of the board
when the store button is pressed. If the blind function is on, only the levels of the faders on the A preset is
recorded when the store button is pressed. 'blind' programming, can thus be achieved by ensuring that the A
MASTER is at zero and selecting this function.
MATCH: This function allows the editing of a selected cue by matching the particular A preset fader to the level
recorded in the cue and then altering it. With the A MASTER at zero, the match can be achieved blind.
Alternatively, if the scene, or chase step, is currently being output, the match will be achieved live.
STORE: When this button is pressed, in programming mode, the selected scene or chase step will be recorded.
END: This button is used in chase programming to indicate the last step of a chase pattern.
INS: This button inserts a blank scene or chase step at the current position and moves all higher numbered
scenes or steps one place up. The new scene can then be programmed as required.
DEL: This button deletes the current scene or chase step and moves all higher cues one place down to close
the gap.
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CARD: If this button is held down when the keyswitch is turned to the left, memory card programming mode
will be selected.
LOAD: In card programming mode, pressing this button will cause the contents of the memory card to be
copied to the board, overwriting all of the memories in the board. Care should be taken when using this option
as the data lost is unrecoverable unless it has previously been saved on another memory card.
SAVE: In card programming mode, this function copies all of the memories of the board to the memory card,
overwriting the information already on the card. If the card is write protected, this function will have no effect.

3.6 Setup Controls
SETUP DMX: This button is held down while turning the keyswitch to select the DMX setup mode. In this
mode, the 36 board channels can be assigned to any of the 128 DMX output channels. Once setup, the DMX
output will start automatically and will continue until one of the MIDI setup modes is selected.
SETUP MIDI IN: The MIDI IN setup mode is selected by holding this button down whilst turning the
keyswitch. This mode is used to select which MIDI notes will control the A and B presets and the Chase
controls. Once this has been set up the board will respond to any MIDI data received until another setup mode
is selected.
SETUP MIDI CH/OUT: Hold this button down and turn the keyswitch to select MIDI out setup mode. The
MIDI channel number and the first note number can be set in this mode. The MIDI channel set in this mode will
also be used as the receiving channel if Setup MIDI In is selected after setting this up.
SETUP MSC/SLAVE: MIDI Show Control setup mode is selected by holding this button down and turning
the keyswitch to the left. This mode is used to set the MSC device number and to enable either sending or
receiving of MSC. Slaving of Zodiac boards can be achieved by setting the master to send MSC and the slave
to receive MSC with the same device number.
SETUP LTP : The LTP (Latest Takes Precedence) setup mode is selected by holding this button down and
turning the key switch to SETUP. This enables the output channels which are to operate in LTP mode to be
selected.
NOTE: In setup MIDI in mode, this button determines whether note off commands are recognised. If the board
is set to ignore note off commands, then pressing a key on the keyboard will turn a light on and it will stay on until
the key is pressed again. Otherwise, the light will go out as soon as the key is released.
VEL: This button is used in Setup MIDI In to determine whether the Zodiac will interpret velocity information.
If the keyboard used is velocity sensing, then the brightness of the lamp will be determined by the velocity
sensed. If velocity is ignored, the Zodiac outputs will only go to full on or full off.

3.7 Software Version Number
To find out the version number of the operating software installed, press the CHASE+& - buttons whilst the
board is in PROG SCENE mode. The R.H. display will indicate the software version number (1.5). This
software is stored in an EPROM inside the board and upgrades can be obtained from the factory for a small
charge.
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4. OPERATION
4.1 Two Preset Mode
Two preset mode is indicated by 2PR written in the left hand window. In this mode, both the A and B preset
faders operate individual channels. The chase section is fully operational but none of the scene or page functions
are active. The FLASH BUTTONS, FLASH LEVEL and ADD/SWAP are all functional. This allows the
Zodiac to be used as a two preset manual board. Any scenes or pages programmed into the memory will not
be affected by two preset mode. This is especially useful when lighting a one-off concert in the middle of a longer
run without risking losing the programmed show.

4.2 Page Mode
To change operating mode, turn the keyswitch to PROG SCENE and press the MODE button until the correct
mode is indicated in the window. In page mode, the word PAGE is illuminated and the left hand display shows
the current page number, one to ten. In this mode, the A preset still controls the individual channel outputs. The
MEM/B faders, however, are now programmable so that an entire lighting state, or cue, can be controlled by a
single fader, or cues can be mixed to produce the desired effect.
There are five pages of cues; the current page being selected by the SCENE/PAGE + & - buttons at the top
left of the keypad. When a fader is operated, the cue assigned to that fader in the current page is output. If the
page is subsequently changed, the old cue is held on that fader until the fader is brought to zero. Faders that were
not active at the time of the page change will operate in the new page.
If the XFADE function is on, then whenever a fader on the B preset is moved, it will begin to fade at the rate set
by the XFADE RATE pot. If this function is off, the lights will fade exactly in time with the actual movement of
the fader.

4.3 Scene Mode
In this mode, the 180 memories used in page mode are now assigned to scenes and can be operated sequentially
using the scene GO and BACK buttons. The current scene being output will be indicated in the left hand display
and the fade in time in the right hand display. Normally, on pressing the GO button the output will crossfade to
the next numbered scene, the fade time display will count down and the dot after the scene number will be lit.
If it is desired to go to a different scene, the next scene can be set using the SCENE/PAGE + & - buttons at
the top left of the keypad. The left hand display will change to NEXT SCENE to highlight the change and the
right hand display will indicate the fade in time. Pressing the GO button will then cue the fade to the new scene.
If a timed fade is in progress it can be halted by pressing the HALT button. The fade time can then be modified
by turning the XFADE RATE pot. Pressing the HALT button again completes the crossfade at the new rate.
This does not modify the time stored in memory which will be retained for the next performance.
When operating in scene mode, the cues assigned to page five (scenes 145 to 180) are also available on the B
faders, allowing for additional mixing of scenes. If XFADE is on, then these faders will be governed by the
XFADE RATE pot as in page mode.
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4.4 Chase Functions
There are eight separate chases available, each of which may be programmed with up to 60 steps. When a chase
is not running the right hand display shows the chase number of the current chase, this can be changed using the
CHASE + & - buttons in the top right of the keypad. When a chase is running , this display changes to show
the current step number. A chase may be run by pressing the RUN button, and the speed of the chase altered
by the CHASE SPEED pot. To stop the chase completely, press the RUN button again; alternatively, to stop
with the current step still output, press the PAUSE button.
A chase may be stepped through manually using the STEP button. This will automatically set the chaser into
pause mode and advance the step every time it is pressed. To stop the chase, again press RUN; or to change
to auto running, press PAUSE. If the AUDIO function is selected, then the chase will step in time with the audio
input.
Chases may either switch from one step to the next, or if the FADE button is on, there will be a smooth
crossfade. In single step mode, the rate of this crossfade is determined by the CHASE SPEED pot. The
direction of the chase may be changed using the REV button. If the 1SHOT button is on then the chase will run
through to the end once and stop rather than looping round to the beginning again. The TAG function, when on,
causes all of the programmed chases to be joined together end to end into one long chase.
With the BEAT SYNCHRO function selected, the Zodiac will automatically detect the rate at which the STEP
button is being pressed and will continue to step the chase at this rate. It is possible to change the rate simply by
tapping the step button again a few times. The chase may be stopped and started again using the RUN button.
The PAUSE function is overridden in this mode but if the BEAT SYNCHRO function is switched off when a
chase is running, it will return to pause mode. BEAT SYNCHRO may then be switched on again to run at the
same rate or the chase may be run from the SPEED control as normal. The FADE function is not available in
BEAT SYNCHRO.

5. PROGRAMMING
5.1 Programming a Scene
To enter the scene programming mode, turn the keyswitch to PROG SCENE and if necessary, select scene
mode using the MODE button. Ensure the MATCH function is off. The scene to be programmed can now be
selected using the SCENE/PAGE + & - buttons. The desired lighting levels can now be set up on the outputs
and the fade time set using the XFADE RATE control. When this has been done they are stored by pressing
the STORE button. The scene number display will blink to confirm that the scene has been stored successfully.
If the BLIND function is on, instead of storing the output of the board, only the levels set on the A preset are
recorded. Blind programming of scenes can therefore be achieved with the rest of the board still operating by
ensuring that the A preset master is at zero and that BLIND is on. Note that it is not possible to operate a chase
in live programming mode. If this is attempted, blind mode will be selected automatically.
In LIVE programming mode, scenes on page five can be mixed together on the B faders, another scene can be
added on the GO button, and individual channels can be added on the A preset; allowing very complex scenes
to be easily built up in parts. Alternatively, quick programming of simple scenes may be accomplished using the
flash buttons.
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If required an extra scene can be added at any point in the show. The INS key will insert a scene at the current
position and re-number all the higher scenes (scene 180 is lost). The scene inserted is initially programmed
identically to the current scene. Similarly the DEL key will delete the current scene and re-number the higher
scenes to close the gap. As well as the scenes 1 to 180 there is also a scene numbered 0 in which only a fade
time can be programmed and this will always be used as a blackout scene at the start or finish of a show.
If the CHASE + & - buttons are pressed at the same time the Software version number will be displayed in the
R.H. display. When programming is finished the keyswitch should be returned to the OPERATE position. The
scene and page memory may be cleared without affecting the rest of the board by holding down the SCENE
button whilst resetting or powering up the board.

5.2 Programming a Page
Programming cues in page mode is very similar to scene mode. Turn the keyswitch to PROG SCENE and if
necessary, select page mode using the MODE button. Ensure the MATCH function is off. The page to be
programmed can now be selected using the SCENE/PAGE + & - buttons. The individual cue within that page
is selected using the relevant flash button and this is confirmed by the green PREVIEW LED and the cue number
being displayed in the right hand display. The desired lighting levels can now be set up on the outputs and finally
stored by pressing the STORE button. The fade time that is stored will only used when the board is operated
in scene mode.
Live and blind mode programming operate identically to scene programming above; it is however, not possible
to use the flash buttons to programme with as they are used for selecting cues.

5.3 Programming a Chase
To program a chase, first select the chase number using the CHASE + & - buttons. If the R.H. dot in the chase
number display is lit this indicates that the chase is not currently programmed. Turn the keyswitch to PROG
CHASE. The right hand display will change to displaying the step number. The step can now be built up, live or
blind, in much the same way as for scene programming (see above). When the STORE button is pressed, the
step number automatically increases ready for the next step to be programmed. Once the last step has been
stored, press the END button to mark the last step.
The CHASE + & - buttons can be used to step through an existing chase to a step that needs to be edited. A
dot in the display will indicate the last step in the current program. The steps will be output while this is happening.
If this is not desired, ensure that the CHASE MASTER is at zero. The DEL key will delete the current step
and re-number the other steps to close the gap. The INS key will insert a step at the current position. This new
step will initially be programmed identically to the current step.
Once again, when programming is finished, the keyswitch should be returned to the OPERATE position. The
chase memories may be cleared without affecting the rest of the board by holding down the SCENE + button
whilst resetting or powering up the board.

5.4 Editing using Level Match
A programmed scene, or chase step can be edited using the level match function. Turn the keyswitch to PROG
SCENE or PROG CHASE as appropriate, select the cue or step to be edited, and press MATCH to turn on
the function ( this will also force the BLIND LED on). The green LEDs will start flashing. This enables the A
preset fader levels to be matched against the programmed scene. If the LED is flashing slowly, the fader level
needs to be increased; if it is flashing fast, the fader level should be decreased. Once the fader is at the correct
level, the LED will stop flashing.
10
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Only the faders for the channels that require adjustment need be matched. Once matched, the fader should be
moved slowly to change the recorded level. The stored level is changed automatically as the fader is moved, there
is no need to press the STORE button when the scene is correct. If the fader is moved too quickly, the match
will be lost and the LED will start flashing once more. If this happens, move the fader back until the match is
restored.
If you do not want to store the edited scene, pressing the HALT/BLIND button will restore the original cue. This
feature can also be used to assist in restoring a channel fader to exactly the same position as it was in when the
original cue was stored.
Level match may be accomplished blind, by ensuring that the appropriate masters are at zero, or live on the scene
currently being output. When all editing is complete, turn the keyswitch back to OPERATE.

5.5 Editing Fade Times
To edit the fade in time of a cue in Scene Mode, turn the key to PROGRAM SCENE. The CUE light will start
to flash if the XFADE RATE pot is not its original position. Adjust the pot so that the new fade time is shown
in the display and press the STORE button. The new fade in time will now be stored in that cue.

6. USING A MEMORY CARD
The Zodiac board has a memory card slot which accepts a standard 32K ITTCannon 'STARCARD'. To access
the card functions, hold down the CARD button and turn the keyswitch to the left. The right hand display will
indicate 'CL' until a card is inserted properly. Once inserted, the card will be checked and some or all of the
letters L,S and P will be displayed in the left hand window. 'L' indicates that the card may be read (information
may be Loaded from the card). 'S' indicates that the card has not been write protected and information may be
Saved to it. 'P' indicates that the card has been programmed by a Zodiac board. If the card's internal battery
is running low, the left hand display will flash 'Lo'; otherwise it will read 'CL'. The memory card uses a standard
button cell that most jewellers will be able to supply.
To save all of the memories on the board to the card, press the SAVE button, the letter S will flash, then press
the CARD button to confirm. The display will go blank for a moment as the information is transferred. When
the display returns to normal, the card has been programmed. Similarly, to load information from the card into
the board, press the LOAD button, the L will flash, and then press the CARD button. Once again the display
will go blank for a moment and then return to normal.
When finished, turn the keyswitch back to OPERATE, remove the card and close the cover to prevent dirt
entering the board.
Note: As the data stored in the card is an exact image of the internal memory, if the software version of the
Zodiac is upgraded any shows stored using the old version may not restore correctly.

7. SETTING UP THE OUTPUTS
7.1 Analogue Outputs
The Zodiac provides 0 to +10V analogy outputs, available on the D25 connectors at the rear of the unit. To use
these outputs, no further setting up of the board is required. The analogy outputs operate all of the time, even
when DMX or MIDI outputs are operating. 0 to -10V outputs can be provided using the PNC1801 converter
module.
11
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7.2 DMX Output
The DMX Output has a maximum capacity of 128 channels. A patching facility is included allowing the boards
36 outputs to be assigned to any of the 128 DMX channels and any channel output can be assigned to more than
one DMX channel. When supplied, the Zodiac is set up with board channels 1 to 36 directly assigned to DMX
channels 1 to 36. The DMX patch may be completely cleared and restored to this default without affecting other
memories by holding down the ADD/SWAP button whilst resetting or powering up the board.
To set up the DMX patch, hold down the SETUP DMX button and turn the key to SETUP. The word DMX
will light in the window. The left hand display will show the DMX channel number and the right hand display the
board output number. Use the SCENE + & - and CHASE + & - buttons to alter these numbers and then press
the INS button to attach the output to the channel. A dot will light up in the right hand display to indicate that this
channel is attached. To remove a channel from the patch, locate the channel and then press the DEL button.
The channel may then be re-programmed as desired.
Once the patch is programmed, turn the keyswitch back to OPERATE. The DMX output operates continuously
and can run simultaneously with MIDI or MSC in or out. Entering DMX setup will, however, switch off any
MIDI mode operating until the appropriate setup mode is reselected.

7.3 MIDI music in
The Zodiac can be set to respond to MIDI commands generated by a keyboard or sequencer and allow a light
show to be played live on any MIDI instrument. The A and B preset faders and the basic chase functions can
be controlled by different MIDI notes. In page mode this allows individual channels to be controlled using the
A preset and scenes to be controlled using the B preset. If a MIDI channel other than the default of 15 is
required, then this must be setup in the MIDI CH/OUT section before setting up MIDI IN.
To setup the MIDI in, hold down SETUP MIDI IN and turn the keyswitch to SETUP. The MIDI indicator will
light in the window. The left hand display will show the MIDI note number and the right hand display either A,
B, C or blank. The letters stand for A preset, B preset and Chase functions. Use the SCENE + & - buttons to
change the note number and the CHASE + & - buttons to cycle through A, B, and C. Set the note number to
the first note in a block, set A, B or C as appropriate and press the INS button. The whole block of 36 (or 4)
notes is automatically assigned starting with channel 1 at the current note.
Blocks of notes may be overlapped if required, by programming one block over the top of an existing block. If
block C is selected, the next four keys will control the chase RUN, STEP, PAUSE and REV in that order.
If a velocity sensing keyboard is used, ensure that the VEL function is on so that the board will respond to
velocity information received, converting it to an output level. With VEL off, inputs will be treated as on or off
only. The NOTE function allows the Zodiac to ignore note off commands. With this function on, the lights will
only stay on for as long as the keyboard key is held down; with the function off, the lights will stay on until the key
is pressed again.
When the board is supplied, the A faders are set to notes 28 to 63, the B faders 64 to 99 and the chase functions
on notes 100 to 103. This state can be restored by holding down the CHASE - button whilst resetting or
powering up the board. This will also reset the MIDI OUT and MSC patches but will not affect any other part
of the board.
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Turn the keyswitch back to OPERATE once programming is finished. The board will automatically start
responding to MIDI commands and will continue to do so until DMX or another MIDI function is selected or
the memories are erased.
When the board has been set up to operate in either MIDI IN or MSC IN mode the A and B preset faders and
certain other controls are disabled for safety. As a reminder that this situation exists the MIDI indicator will
remain lit when the board is set back to OPERATE mode.

7.4 MIDI music out
The Zodiac board can provide output level information in the form of MIDI note and velocity information. The
36 outputs of the board are mapped as a block of 36 MIDI notes from a specified starting note. The output can
be on any one of the 16 MIDI channels. The channel number set here is also used when receiving data in MIDI
IN mode. When supplied, the board is set to a start note of 63 and channel 15. This state can be restored by
holding down the CHASE - key whilst resetting or powering up the board. This also resets the MIDI IN and
MSC patches but does not affect any other part of the board.
To set the start note and channel number, hold down the SETUP MIDI CH/OUT button and turn the key to
SETUP. The MIDI indicator will light. The left hand display will show the start note number which can be
changed with the SCENE/PAGE + & - buttons. The right hand display shows the MIDI channel number which
can be changed using the CHASE + & - buttons. When these have been set, turn the keyswitch back to
OPERATE. The board will automatically start transmitting MIDI information and will continue until either DMX
or another MIDI mode is selected or the memories are erased.

7.5 MIDI Show Control (MSC)
The Zodiac is also capable of sending and receiving MIDI Show Control commands. All aspects of the board's
operation can be controlled remotely using MSC and boards can be programmed to operate as slaves to a
master Zodiac outputting MSC commands. Connecting boards together in this way allows a large number of
channels to be controlled from one board. As MSC uses standard MIDI interfaces, there is no theoretical limit
on the number of channels that may be controlled by this method.
To set up MSC, hold down the SETUP MSC/SLAVE button and turn the keyswitch to SETUP. The MIDI
indicator will illuminate. The left hand display will show the MSC device number that the board will use; this may
be altered using the SCENE/PAGE + & - buttons. When receiving, the board will also respond to the 'all call'
device number. The right hand display will be either I , O , CO or SL standing for Input, Output, Control or
Slave. This selects whether the board will send or receive MSC and can be changed using the CHASE + & buttons. When the board is operated in MSC In or Slave mode the MIDI indicator will remain lit (see 7.3
above).
The board is supplied set to device number 111 and this is the number that will be restored if the MIDI memories
are erased by holding down the CHASE - button whilst resetting or powering up the board.
Once the setup has been completed, return the keyswitch to OPERATE. The board will start sending or
responding to MSC commands, automatically and will continue until a MIDI or DMX setup is selected or the
memories are erased.
To set up boards as master and slave, all the boards must be set to the same device number. The master should
be set to CO and the slaves to SL. The boards can now be connected using standard
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MIDI cables from the MIDI out socket on the master to the MIDI in socket on the first slave. Subsequent slaves
should be connected from the MIDI thru socket on the first slave.

7.6 Latest Takes Precedence Mode.
The output channels of the Zodiac can be set to operate in either Highest Takes Precedence or Latest Takes
Precedence modes.
Channels normally operate in Highest Takes Precedence Mode. If a number of MEM/B faders are programmed
to control the same channel the output level is determined by the fader which is set to the highest level. e.g. If
Channel 1 is programmed to 100% on MEM/B Fader 1 and 50% on MEM/B Fader 2, when both faders are
up the output level will be 100%.
If Channel 1 is now selected to operate in L.T.P. mode when the MEM/B PRESET Fader 1 is pushed up the
output level will be at 100% however when MEM/B Fader 2 is pushed up, as soon as the fader passes the 10%
level the output will switch to 50%. The LTP channel will remain on until another MEM/B fader is selected, when
it will snap instantly to the next programmed level.
When the Memory/B or Grand Master is faded to zero the output level of LTP channels will not be affected.
This feature is very useful when operating a cue that contains channels which cross fade and channels that require
a snap mode. For example when operating a luminaire fitted with a colour scroller. The scroller would be
controlled by an LTP channel and the lamp by an HTP channel. When the lamp begins to fade up the LTP
channel would instantly snap to its final value thus selecting the colour before the lamp was lit.
To select the LTP SETUP mode, hold down the SETUP LTP button and turn the keyswitch to SETUP and the
L.H. display will indicate LTP. Use the flash buttons to toggle the channels between the LTP and HTP modes.
The channels operating in LTP mode will be indicated by the green preview LEDs. When LTP SETUP is
complete turn the key switch to OPERATE.

8. MEMORY CLEAR & SERVICE ROUTINES
The Zodiac board has a number of built in test and service routines. These are accessed by holding down
particular buttons whilst powering up the board or pressing the RESET button. This button is situated on the rear
panel between the Audio Input jack and the 25 way D Connector.
SCENE - : This clears the scene/page memory and resets the board to two preset mode.
SCENE +: This clears the Chase memory erasing every chase step recorded.
ADD/SWAP : This clears the DMX memory, resetting the softpatch to a one to one patch for the first 36
channels.
CHASE - : This clears the MIDI memory, resetting the default channel and note numbers and the MIDI in patch.
CHASE + : This performs all of the above memory clears, resetting the board to the state it was in on leaving
the factory. The board then performs a SELF TEST routine, ramping each output up and down in turn and then
lighting each LED on the board in turn. When this is finished, the board waits for buttons to be pressed and
displays a number corresponding to that button in the right hand window. With no buttons pressed, there should
be no display. If there is a number displayed, then that button may be stuck on.
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To exit the self-test, the board should be reset again, this time with no buttons held down. Occasionally, running
the self-test routine may cause memories to be corrupted. If this happens, run the self-test routine again and reset
the board before it finishes.

9. INSTALLATION
The chassis of the Zodiac board is designed for panel or flightcase mounting. If required, one of the output
connector panels which are normally mounted at the rear can be moved to the bottom of the chassis to facilitate
installation.
To achieve this, first remove the 16 x M3 countersunk screws situated at the front and rear holding the bottom
cover to the front panel and gently lift the front panel. Carefully unplug the ribbon cables connecting the output
boards to the main printed circuit boards.
Then remove the screws holding the output panel and blanking plates to the rear cover. Re-assemble the panels
in the desired order. Re-connect the ribbon cables to the main boards, ensuring that they are replaced in the
same orientation as before. Finally, re-fix the rear cover to the front panel.
The spare cutouts are provided to allow fitting of DIN8 or XLR7 output panels (part numbers OPD1800 and
OPX1800 respectively). These sub assemblies replace the existing blanking plates, and the ribbon cables
provided are connected to the header on the D connector boards.
The blanking plates can also be punched to accept alternative connectors such as BLEECONs and the wiring
linked in the same way as the XLRs.
The circular cut-outs in the centre of the rear panel are provided for fitting an additional XLR socket for audio
input or a gooseneck working light, and also a SOCAPEX or BICC multipole connector.
If the Zodiac is to be used with dimmers requiring 0 to -10V control signals it can be fitted with 2 PNC1801 level
converter boards. These are fitted in the bottom of the rear cover and connected in the output lines using plug
in ribbon cables. Once fitted outputs can be set to either +10V or -10V in blocks of 6 Channels.
The Zodiac 36 requires a supply of 220 - 240V A.C. 50Hz which should be connected to the IEC320 connector
at the rear. It can be modified to run on 110 -120 V A.C. 60Hz by changing links on the power supply board.
The unstabilised 18V D.C. supply is available on the 5 pin DIN socket at the rear.

10. OUTPUT CONNECTORS
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11. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Channel Outputs:-

Output Connectors:Analogue:-

0 to +10V DC 10mA max (with series diode)
( 0 to -10V DC using 2 PNC1801 modules)
DMX512
MIDI Music
MIDI Show Control
2 x 25 way D connector - Standard
6 x XLR7F sockets - Optional
6 x DIN8 sockets - Optional
SOCAPEX or BICC multipole - Optional

DMX512:-

XLR5F socket

MIDI:-

3 x DIN5 sockets (IN, OUT, THRU)

Power Supply:-

220 - 240V A.C. 50Hz.
(110 - 120V A.C. 60Hz by changing internal links)

Supply Connector:-

IEC320

Supply Fuse:-

0.5Amp 20x5mm fitted at rear

Audio Input:-

100mV-50V 10KOhm balanced floating

Audio Connector:-

0.25" Mono Jack

Dimensions:-

Console - 920 x 370 x 110mm
Chassis - 855 x 260 x 100mm

Weight:-

Console - 15Kg
Chassis - 12Kg
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TABLE 1
Button numbers used in self test routine
Button

Display

Flash Channel 1
Flash Channel 2
Flash Channel 3
Flash Channel 4
Flash Channel 5
Flash Channel 6
Flash Channel 7
Flash Channel 8
Flash Channel 9
Flash Channel 10
Flash Channel 11
Flash Channel 12
Flash Channel 13
Flash Channel 14
Flash Channel 15
Flash Channel 16
Flash Channel 17
Flash Channel 18
Flash Channel 19
Flash Channel 20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Button

Flash Channel 21
Flash Channel 22
Flash Channel 23
Flash Channel 24
Flash Channel 25
Flash Channel 26
Flash Channel 27
Flash Channel 28
Flash Channel 29
Flash Channel 30
Flash Channel 31
Flash Channel 32
Flash Channel 33
Flash Channel 34
Flash Channel 35
Flash Channel 36
n/c
Chase +
Chase Add/Swap

Display
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

17

Button

Scene/Page +
Scene/Page Halt/Blind
Match
Ch/Scene
Vel/Fade
Note/Rev
End/Pause
Store/Audio
Mode/Beat
Ins/Tag
Del/1Shot
Blackout
n/c
n/c
Step
Run
Go
Back
Prog Chase (key)
ProgScene (key)

Display
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
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TABLE 2
MSC implementation
Device ID
The Zodiac can transmit and receive on any individual device ID 0 to 111 (00 to 6F) as set in the MSC setup
mode (the default device number is 111). The Zodiac does not use the group IDs 112 to 126 (70 to 7E) and
does not transmit but will always receive on the all call ID 127 (7F).
Command Format
The Zodiac transmits and receives on the command format 01, general lighting. The board will also respond to
the all types format 127 (7F).
Commands
number
command
notes
01
05
06

GO
LOAD
SET

07
08
09
0A

FIRE
ALL_OFF
RESTORE
RESET

Followed by cue no. 0 -180 in ASCII.
As above sets the next cue no. in window
See table below for control numbers.
Control values are normally in the range 0 - 255.
Switches are 0 or 255.
Used for chaser.
Used for blackout switch
Used for blackout switch
Resets all SET variables to defaults,
turns off chaser and sets cue 0.

The board also responds to 09 GO_OFF which it treats as GO with cue 0.
SET control numbers
function

number range

A preset faders
B preset faders
Flash Buttons
A preset master
B preset Master
Flash Master
Chase Master
Grand Master
Scene timer
Chase timer
Chase number

512 - 529
548 - 565
584 - 601
128
130
132
224
510
511
289
288
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